Multilingual and Multicultural Education Department

English Learner Reading Foundational Skills Support Guides

First Sound Fluency (FSF): Phonological Awareness
Measure/Skills Assessed: FSF Phonological Awareness
Fluency in identifying the initial sounds/phonemes in words presented orally. This measure serves as an overall indicator of phonological awareness skills. Identifying first phonemes is an early
phonological awareness skill and is a precursor to decoding words: students recognize the sounds in words and learn to link them to letters.

CCSS for ELA Alignment

ELD Standards Part III:

RF.K.2
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).
RF.K.2.c
Blend and segment onsets and rimes of single-syllable spoken words.
RF.K.2.d
Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel, and final sounds
(phonemes) in three-phoneme (consonant-vowel-consonant, or CVC) words.
(This does not include CVCs ending with /l/, /r/, or /x/.)

Using Foundational Literacy Skills
(RF.K.1-4)
Literacy in an Alphabetic Writing System
• Print concepts
• Phonological awareness
• Phonics & word recognition
• Fluency

General Instructional Recommendations

See chapter 6:
• Native language and literacy should
be assessed for potential
transference to English and literacy.
• Similarities and differences between
the native language and English
should be highlighted.

General English Learner Needs

Use Common Error Patterns listed on back to determine which specific phonological
awareness skills to emphasize during direct and explicit instruction.

Students with no or little spoken English proficiency need instruction in recognizing and
distinguishing the sounds of English as compared or contrasted with sounds in their native
language. At the Emerging level, students may struggle with phonological awareness, and may
have difficulty distinguishing the separation between words and syllables.

Use Item Level Advisor (ILA) activities.
Consider cross language transfer: phonemes that are transferable and non-transferable
from a student's native language to English.

Students with spoken English proficiency need instruction in applying their knowledge of the
English sound system to foundational literacy learning.

Adjust instruction based on student literacy level by being more explicit and allowing more
practice time.
Constructive Analysis: Highlight phonemes present and not present in the child's native
language. Include modeling and examples of words that include the phoneme from both
languages (see ILA activity: Shoulder, Elbow, Hand).

Both the sounds and the syllable structures of students’ native languages may differ from those
in English, making it more difficult to hear and produce the sounds of English.
Students with some proficiency in native language reading need direct and explicit
instruction addressing phonemes that differ from those of the student's native language.

Use words for which the student understands the meaning so the focus can be on
phonological awareness.

Students will likely be more accurate identifying phonemes that are the same, and less accurate
with those that don't exist, or that are similar but not the same as those in their native language.

Reinforce phonological awareness skills within the context of oral language and other
content area instruction.

Students who come from a first-language background without an alphabetic writing
system may not understand the concept of segmenting words or syllables into sounds.

Phonological Awareness Instruction Background
Students need direct and explicit small group instruction in phonological awareness. This
includes providing multiple models, guided practice, and independent practice of skills.

Additional Visual and Auditory Supports

When learning phonological awareness, students typically progress from recognizing whole
word boundaries to segmenting and blending syllables then onset-rime and finally individual
phonemes.
•
When working with phonemes, isolating the initial phoneme is easier than isolating middle or
ending phonemes. This is why FSF is one of the first measures given to students.
•
•
Blending and producing continuous sounds (e.g., a, e, i, o, u, f, m, l, n, r, s, w, y, z) is easier
than blending stop sounds (e.g., b, d, g, h, j, k, p, t, v).
Provide manipulatives such as markers and Elkonin boxes to represent phonemes and
make tasks more concrete.

•
•

Provide manipulatives such as markers and Elkonin boxes to represent phonemes and make
tasks more concrete. Help ELs to "see" and "feel" how phonemes that are not in their primary
language are formed: Tell student “watch my mouth” and demonstrate how to form the phoneme.
Use a mirror so students can see the position of their mouth, tongue, and lips when they make
different sounds.
Divide words into syllables. Demonstrate how to pronounce each sound and syllable with explicit
instruction (e.g., lips rounded, lips together, touch your front teeth with your tongue). After
modeling each phoneme and syllable, model putting the whole word together.
Provide a student friendly chart with illustrations of mouth positions of the most frequent
phonemes.

Levels of Phonological Awareness
Skill Name

ONSET-RIME

SYLLABLE

WORD

Sentence
Segmentation
Blending
Segmentation

Given a sentence or phrase, student taps one time for every word in the
sentence.
Given two smaller root words, student blends them together to form a
compound word.
Given a compound word, student breaks the word into the smaller root words.

Example
Tap one time for every word you hear in the sentence: I like pizza.
Listen as I say two small words: dog…house. Can you put the two
words together to make a bigger word? (doghouse)
Can you clap the word parts in doghouse? (dog-house) How many
times did you clap? (two)

Deletion

Given a compound word, student deletes one of the smaller root words.

Say doghouse. Now say doghouse without the house. (dog)

Blending

Given a word broken into syllables, student blends the word parts together to
create the whole word.

Can you put these word parts together to make a whole word: pock-et?
(pocket)

Given a whole word, student breaks the word into syllables.

Can you clap the word parts in pocket? (pock-et) How many times did
you clap? (two)

Given a whole word, student deletes one of the syllables.

Say pepper. Now say pepper without the “er”. (pep)

Recognize Rhyme

Given a pair of words, student determines whether words rhyme.

Do these two words rhyme: ham, jam? (yes)

Generate Rhyme

Given a word, student says a word that rhymes with it.

Tell me a word that rhymes with nut. (cut)

Given a set of three of four words, student finds the word that does not rhyme.

Which word does not belong: mat, sun, cat, fat? (sun)

Given a word broken into onset and rime, student blends the sounds together to
create the whole word.

What whole word am I trying to say: /b/…/ig/? (big)

Given a word, student breaks the word into onset and rime.

Can you say big in two parts? (/b/…/ig/)

Isolation

Given a word, student recognizes individual sounds in the word.

What is the first sound in van? (/v/)
What is the last sound in van? (/n/)
What is the middle sound in van? (/a/)

Identify

Given a word, student selects the word that has a common sound from a set of
three or four different words.

Which word has the same first sound as car: fan, corn, or mop? (corn)

Segmentation
Deletion

Categorization
Blending
Segmentation

Categorization
PHONEME

Description

Blending
Segmentation
Deletion
Addition
Substitution

Given a set of three or four words, student recognizes the word that has the
“odd” sound.
Given a word separated into phonemes, student recognizes the sounds to form
a whole word.
Given a whole word, student separates the word into individual phonemes and
says each sound.
Given a word, student recognizes the word that remains when a phoneme is
removed from that word.

Which word does not belong: bus, ball, mouse? (mouse)
What word is /b/ /i/ /g/? (big)
How many sounds in big? (three) can you say them sound by sound?
(/b/ /i/ /g/)
What is spark with out the /s/? (park)

Given a word, student makes a new word by adding a phoneme.

What word do you have if you add /s/ to the beginning of park? (spark)

Given a word, student makes a new word by replacing one phoneme for
another.

The word is rug. Change /g/ to /n/. What’s the new word? (run)

"Note: Patterns marked with an asterisk are found in the mCLASS® Now What?® Tools Item-Advisor, and are provided under license from Amplify Education, Inc."
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What Now?
Item Level Advisor Instructional
Recommendation

Common
Error Patterns

This student may benefit from
reinforcement activities that focus on
very early phonemic awareness
skills.

•
Accurate but Slow*

What Now?
Item Level Advisor
• Say-It-and-Move-It
• Beginning, Middle, End
• Shoulder, Elbow, Hand*

Teaching Considerations/Activities/Lessons
• Many sounds present in English may not exist in
the student's native language. For example, /sh/
does not exist in Spanish. Students may either say
/s/ only or confuse with /ch/ or /th/ as in “think” or
“they.”
• This can make learning to spell the digraphs sh, th,
ch challenging for students.

Although FSF measures the ability to hear the initial sound in the word. Some students may need practice with earlier skill sets on the continuum such as
separating words in a sentence, syllables in words, and then finally hearing initial sounds.

Common
Error Patterns

Instructional Recommendation

Teaching Considerations/Activities/Lessons
•

Incorrect
Initial Sound
Picture sorts can be used to develop
phonological awareness, the ability to
identify and categorize various speech
sounds for example rhyme and
alliteration.

•
Does not isolate
initial sound
when it is a
consonant blend

•
•
•
•
•

Picture sorts may be by word, rhyme,
two phonemes, or three phonemes
depending on student’s ability.

•

Does not isolate
initial sound
when paired
with a vowel

•

•

Does not isolate
initial sound
when it is
a digraph

Word sorts attract student’s attention to
sound.

Sound is the first aspect of a word a
speller has for reference.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Monitoring Oral Blending

Repeats
Whole Word

Sound is the first layer of English orthography that students must negotiate to make
sense of the English spelling
Picture sorts for initial sounds
Printed words sorted for sound
A blend is a spelling unit of two or three consonants that retain their identity when
pronounced.
Each of the sounds in a blend can still be heard, but they are tightly bound and not
easily segmented into individual phonemes.
Beginning consonant blend sorts:
o Picture sorts of consonant blends
o Printed words sorted for sound
Picture sorts of vowel sounds
Printed words, sorted for sound
Singing rhyming songs such as Willaby Wallaby Woo an elephant sat on you…
Willably Wallaby Wisa, an elephant sat on Lisa.
Alliterative word game: Start a series of words beginning with /v/ vine, vacuum,
voice, violin…
Write a word on the board: motorcycle. T: this word is motorcycle; What is it? S:
motorcycle. T: What if I change it (erase m) Now its going to start with /d/ (write d).
What does it say? S: Dotorcycle.
Letter sound word buckets have small objects beginning with the same sound. Put
objects in a bag with two different initial sounds /b/ and /d/ and have students pull
out objects and sort by first sound.
Rhyme away story. Students erase part of a picture with a rhyme.
Use a picture of a cat. T: “He can’t smell a rose if you erase his….” S: nose

•
•

Picture sorts of digraphs
Printed words sorted for sound

•
•

Picture sorts for initial sounds
Printed words sorted for sound

Difficult Consonants Sounds in English for Spanish Speakers
English learners may need additional time to practice these sounds since they will have to learn how to hear and pronounce the sounds, segment the sounds,
and learn the letter correspondence.
Difficult Consonant Sounds

May Be Pronounced

May Be Pronounced

d as in den

then

DEM

j as in joke

choke

GOB

r as in race

(rolled r) race

WAS

v as in very

bery

BARY

z as in zoo

soo

SO

sh as in shine

chine

CHIN

th as in think

tink

TAK

Beginning s blends st, sp, sc, sk, sm, sn

espace, esquirt, splash

ESPAS for space

Other Considerations/Activities

Develop Oral Language

Note: The schwa is the vowel sound in many lightly pronounced unaccented syllables in words of more than one syllable. A schwa sound can be represented by any vowel.

Recommended Instructional Time
Kindergarten
All Students

Intervention

10 to 15 minutes per day

Grade 1

Kindergarten

10 minutes per day for the first
three months of the school
year.
Grade 1

An additional 15 minutes
per day, three or four times
a week, for about 10 weeks.

An additional 15 minutes per
day, three or four days per
week, for as long as needed.

Grades 2 & Above
Given that FSF is a foundational skill that is not assessed after 1st grade. ELs
should be screened with the Amplify Progress Monitoring materials. Students
who need progress monitoring will be monitored on specific measures related to
the instruction they are receiving, rather than on every measure for that grade.

When we learn to speak, we think of making whole words, not the individual sounds. During phonemic awareness instruction students learn that words are made of chains
of individual sounds. This is a critical conceptual step for students so that later, when they learn the alphabetic principle, they will make connections that letters represent
sounds in words, and that those letters can be strung together to make words when reading. Poorly developed phonemic awareness is believed to be the single greatest
cause of reading disability.
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